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 Unleash the real power of smart contracts
 Witnet enables your smart contracts to react to real world events with strong crypto-economic guarantees.
      
 Start mining $WIT  Buy $WIT 

 
 The decentralized oracle that is true to the censorship resistant nature of blockchains.
 
            Without a reliable oracle, smart contracts can be vulnerable to hacks, corruption and monetary loss.
          
 
            Witnet leverages state-of-the-art cryptographic and economic techniques to provide your smart contracts with secure data input.
          
 Build with Witnet 
 
 "Witnet is a next generation crypto Oracle. You'll hear a lot more about it in 2021."
 
    Michael Arrington, Founder of TechCrunch
  
"The oracle that truly decentralized blockchains and the Web3 deserve"
 
    Luis Cuende, Co-Founder of Aragon
  
"Oracle price manipulation was a hot topic in 2020, causing many financial losses. We are confident that Witnet is able to withstand these issues and provide the security and decentralization we’re looking for"
 
    Mark Tan, Co-Founder of RiveX
  





 
 


  Incentivized by the $WIT coin
 The Witnet decentralized oracle runs on its own blockchain and relies on the WIT coin for incentivization of independently run nodes that resolve the data requests and agree on the results.
 Start mining  Buy on Gate.io  Buy on MEXC 



 A nascent, yet thriving ecosystem
 
    Many pieces are already in place, and many others are being actively worked on by a broad community of BUIDLers.
  
  witnet-rust full archival node
 Run your fully verifying node and start earning WIT tokens for mining blocks and resolving data requests.

 Sheikah wallet for desktop
 Sheikah is a privacy and user friendly wallet app for managing your WIT tokens on Windows, Mac OS and GNU/Linux.

 Ethereum Truffle Box
 Integrating Witnet into your Solidity contracts is almost immediate with the Witnet Truffle Box.

 witnet.network block explorer
 The witnet.network block explorer gives you a neutral view on what is going on in the Witnet block chain.

 Witnet Data Feeds Explorer
 The Data Feeds Explorer lists all the public data feeds that the Witnet Foundation is operating and maintaining on multiple blockchains.

 myWitWallet
 myWitWallet allows you to send and receive Wit immediately. Bye bye synchronization!

 What will you build next?
 Do you have some exciting Witnet app in mind? Check out the Witnet Grant Program!



  Come for the tech, 
          stay for the fun!
        
 From developers to miners and enthusiasts, the Witnet community prides itself on always being welcoming, discussing the things that really matter, and ensuring that Witnet plays a key role in the foundations of Web3.


 Get involved now
 Follow the project
 Keep up with the latest news on X.
 
      > @witnet_io on X
    

Join the discussion
 Help us shape the future of the project.
 
      > Telegram
    
      > Discord
    

Grant program
 Foster the Witnet ecosystem growth.
 
      > Grant Program
    

Advocate program
 Grow awareness of the Witnet project.
 
      > Advocate Program
    

We are hiring!
 Check out our offers and join the team!
 
      > Apply on AngelList
    




 Questions? Join the  Telegram  and  Discord  communities!
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 Witnet is part of the Alliance of Decentralized Oracles (ADO), a joint effort by leading decentralized oracle solutions to make the life of smart contract developers easier by creating oracle standards. Learn more about the ADO at 
            theado.org
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